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Even subgraphs of a graph Hong-Jian Lai Dcpart1nent of lvfathematics \Vest Virginia University, :tvforgantown ) V./V 26506 Zhi-Hong Chen Department of Mathematics and Computer Science Butler University, Indianapolis, IN 46208 Abstract In [Discrete Math. 101 (1992) 33 - 37], Fleischner proved that if G is a 2-edge-connected graph, then G has an even mbgraph H with a(H) > 2 such that H contains all vertices of G with degree at least 3. In {J. Combinatorial Theory, Ser. B 35 (1983) 297 - 308L Bermond Jackson and Jaeger showed that every 2-edge-connected graph G has an even subgraph H with JE(H)I > ¾IE(G)I- In this note, we shall show that if G is a 2-edge-connected. graph, then each of the following holds: (i) G has an even subgraph H such that H contains allvertices of degree at least 3 in G and such that H contains a given pair of adjacent edges in G.(ii) G has an even subgraph H such that H contains all�ertices of degree at least 3 in G and such that IE(H)I >3IE(G)I-raphs in this note are finite and undirected, and may have mul­edges and loops. For a graph G, we denote O ( G) the set of :es of odd degree in G. A graph G is even if O(G) = 0. Let ,u be an edge in G. The contaction G / e is the graph obtained G by identifying the two ends of e and by deleting the resulting •For each integer i > 1, denoteDi(G):::: {v E V(G): dc(u) = i} and D7(G) = Uj�iDj(G).Ising th S r :> e P itting Lemma (Lemma III.26 of [5], see also [6]) ao<l- etersen 1 f - actor theorem, Fleischner in [4] proved the following221 





